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The study aims to further standardize the construction process, improve the construction quality, and ensure the stability of
infrastructure construction. The continuous rigid-frame bridge is taken as the research object, the finite element model of the
bridge body is established by using the beam element, and the overall stability of the rigid-frame bridge is analyzed in the
construction and completion stages. Moreover, the stability coefficient and buckling mode are established under different
working conditions in each stage, the linear stability variation law is summarized, and the geometric nonlinear stability analysis
method is established through the specific data. The nonlinear stability safety factor and buckling mode are obtained, and the
influence of wind load and initial defects on the stability of continuous rigid-frame bridge is further explored. The results show
that with the increase of the bridge height, the overall stability factor of the bridge is decreasing, and the safety factor of the
single-limb thin-walled hollow pier is relatively larger than that of the double-limb thin-walled hollow pier. During the
construction, the asymmetric self-weight load caused by the asynchronous load and cantilever pouring has the greatest impact
on the stability of the bridge. The stability safety factor of the geometric nonlinear stability analysis method constructed is
0.3% and 1.27% lower than the ideal state, respectively. The stability safety factor of the wind load and the initial defect is
12.65% lower than the ideal state, and the stability safety factor is greatly reduced. The results have important reference
significance to ensure the construction safety and overall stability of the bridge.

1. Introduction

With the development of the transportation industry in
China roads, the country has performed large-scale infra-
structure construction including roads and bridges to meet
the growing demand for transport [1, 2]. Particularly, con-
tinuous rigid-frame bridge structure has been increasingly
widely applied in modern bridge construction, since the can-
tilever construction of continuous rigid-frame bridge can
overcome the complex situation in the construction environ-
ment to meet the development trend of long-span and soft
bridges. In modern times, continuous rigid-frame bridge
combines the characteristics of T-shaped structure and con-
tinuous beam bridge, which meets the development of mod-
ern bridge construction [3]. Additionally, high piers are used

in the process of bridge construction to adapt to the defor-
mation caused by factors such as prestress of bridge super-
structure and shrinkage and creep of concrete [4]. When
there are influences of hydrogeological and other natural
environments on the construction process of continuous
rigid-frame bridge, it is necessary to design a short-pier
bridge for the large-span continuous rigid-frame bridge
structure and to study and analyze the actual stress of the
continuous rigid-frame bridge structure [5]. In the construc-
tion and completion stages of continuous rigid-frame bridge,
the overall stability of the bridge will change, and the
stability coefficient and buckling mode of the bridge will also
change under different working conditions [6].

Therefore, further analysis is conducted on the stability
of the bridge in the construction process to improve the
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construction quality of the continuous rigid-frame bridge.
Taking the continuous rigid-frame bridge as the research
object, the finite element analysis is adopted to analyze the
stiffness of continuous rigid-frame bridge with different pier
structures, and the nonlinear stability of continuous rigid-
frame bridge is studied under construction. Moreover, the
buckling stability of continuous rigid-frame bridge under
different working conditions is explored to obtain the
stability coefficient and buckling steady state of continuous
rigid-frame bridge. Ultimately, the influencing factors of
the stability of continuous rigid-frame bridge are further
studied under different wind loads and initial defects.

2. Literature Review

Both domestic and foreign scholars have conducted related
research. Rossi et al. (2020) studied the stability mode
changes of lateral deformation buckling and local buckling
when steel-concrete composite beam was under negative
bending moment and explored the displacement and distor-
tion of the compression flange caused by the deformation of
the web during the buckling process. They utilized the lateral
torsional buckling theory and the U-frame model to conduct
the geometric nonlinear numerical analysis of the composite
beam and investigated the strength changes of the composite
beam under different negative torques. They found that the
cross section and web stiffener are the main parameters
affecting the lateral deformation buckling [7]. Rossi et al.
investigated the solution of lateral torsional buckling of brid-
ges and analyzed the bridge by classical elastic critical
moment theory. They simplified the model by equivalent
flange to accurately predict the elastic critical load of bridge.
They gained more simplified and accurate bridge slab data
than the truss model through the model. Besides, they
compared the test results of critical load and design load.
Moreover, they studied the transverse torsional buckling of
two-span and two-beam steel-concrete composite bridge
under the constraint of section size, lateral constraint, and
bridge configuration to prove the advantages of the design
model [8]. Thanopoulos et al. analyzed the inelasticity of
concrete-filled steel tubular piles and soil under cyclic and
seismic loads and discussed the overall buckling stability of
pile foundation under seismic conditions. They believed that
concrete-filled steel tube piles could reduce the irreparable
damage of the pile. They studied the buckling state under
seismic load by analyzing the nonlinear mechanical behavior
of concrete-filled steel tubular piles and the soil-structure
interaction effect and modeling based on the control load.
They proved that the adopted soil-pile interaction and soil
nonlinear model could well analyze the problem through
experiments [9]. Serras et al. proved that the formation
mode of shear stress in sinusoidal web was the same as that
in noncomposite steel beams [10]. Śledziewski and Górecki
explored the fatigue crack problem of the top member of
the steel truss railway bridge truss due to the high impact
load of the passing wheel on the bridge. They used continu-
ous welded track to solve the thermal interaction between
the track and the bridge. Meanwhile, they stated that the
incorporation of high longitudinal restraint between the

track and the bridge would increase the risk of track buck-
ling failure at bridge transition zones, since bridge thermal
expansion during hot weather could add compressive forces
to the rails transferred through the track fastening system.
Their experimental results indicated that providing 50%
elastic fasteners and 50% zero-toe load fasteners on each
span could alleviate the thermal problems of continuous
welded rails on bridges [11].

Previous works have proved that finite element analysis
can effectively study engineering nonlinear problems, to
further standardize the construction process and improve
the quality of the project. However, further analysis is
needed for the buckling stability of different types of piers
of continuous rigid-frame bridge structure. Therefore, the
investigation is performed on the nonlinear stability coeffi-
cient and buckling mode of single-limb thin-walled piers
and double-limb thin-walled pier under different construc-
tion conditions here, along with the discussion of the overall
stability of the bridge under wind load and initial defects.
Finally, the established bridge model is verified by simula-
tion test.

3. Steady-State Analysis of Buckling of Rigid-
Frame Bridge under Construction Condition

3.1. Development and Characteristics of the Continuous
Rigid-Frame Bridge. With the development of social econ-
omy and the implementation of the rural revitalization strat-
egy, the construction of traffic roads has become an
important foundation to accelerate regional economic devel-
opment, so the construction of infrastructure including
roads and bridges has been rapidly expanded [12]. However,
it is essential to constrain the route environment, linear
index requirements, and construction costs in the concrete
construction of roads and bridges, which requires low cost
and good structural stability of the bridge construction tech-
nology [13]. Long-span continuous rigid-frame bridge is a
prestressed bridge structure with the advantages of large
stiffness, good integrity, small deformation, and good
seismic performance. In addition, the deformation and
deflection curve of the girder is flat, providing comfort driv-
ing, and there are less expansion joints on the rigid-frame
bridge floor. Therefore, the long-span continuous rigid-
frame bridge is widely used in the construction of roads
and bridges [14].

As a pier-beam consolidation structure, continuous
rigid-frame bridge has the stress characteristics of T-
shaped structure and continuous beam, which has good
spanning capacity and transportation capacity. Besides, the
continuous rigid-frame bridge does not need bears, which
can avoid large-tonnage pot bears but retain stress charac-
teristics of continuous beam bridge to reduce the cost of
the project [15]. The cantilever construction is necessary in
the construction process of the continuous rigid-frame
bridge, instead of setting the bear on the main pier, which
can greatly improve the construction convenience. More-
over, the transverse torsional stiffness and the bending stiff-
ness along the bridge direction of the continuous rigid-frame
bridge can also adapt to the actual needs of long-span
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bridges [16]. The construction of the continuous rigid-frame
bridge is promoted vigorously in the western mountainous
area and the construction project of the river-crossing and
sea-crossing bridges. In the superstructure of the continuous
rigid-frame bridge, the girder adopts high-strength and
light-weight concrete to reduce the self-weight of the box
girder. Besides, the lightweight upper bridge structure
reduces the requirements of the hanging basket and the
stress of the lower structure while enhancing the spanning
ability of the continuous rigid-frame bridge. Figure 1 pre-
sents the application of continuous rigid-frame bridge in
road construction.

In the construction process, the boundary cross-fold is
realized through the launching nose or cantilevered end con-
nected with the approach bridge under the foundation of an
appropriate proportion of side span and main span [17]. For
high-pier continuous rigid-frame bridges, the construction
cost can be reduced by cancelling the floor support of the
side span closure [18]. China’s western region is mostly
composed of crisscrossed landform such as plateaus, moun-
tains, and ravines, where the ground fluctuates greatly,
which requires a high pier height of the bridge, especially
when crossing deep water and deep valley. Therefore, the
pier height of continuous rigid-frame bridges increases with
the increasing demand for western construction [19]. How-
ever, in the construction of urban river-crossing bridges, due
to the constraints of designed linear elevation, hydrological
conditions, and engineering geology, the pier height of con-
tinuous rigid-frame bridge is required to be as low as possi-
ble [20]. Thin-walled piers are most common in continuous
rigid-frame pier structures because they can accommodate
the force and deformation requirements of the structure.

3.2. Types of Pier Structure of the Continuous Rigid-Frame
Bridges. Continuous rigid-frame bridge is a multiple stati-
cally indeterminate structure, and a great additional second-
ary internal force will be generated within the bridge
structure under the conditions of uneven settlement of pre-
stress and bears and shrinkage, creep, and temperature
change of concrete. Therefore, the main pier of the bridge
is required to have a certain flexibility to form a swing sup-
port system for the bridge [21]. In the design process of con-
tinuous rigid-frame bridge, the main beam, pier, and
foundation are regarded as a whole, so the seismic perfor-
mance of the bridge is good. When the bridge is subjected
to seismic force, the force will be dispersed to each pier,
effectively reducing the influence of seismic force on the pier.
Therefore, it is not necessary to establish a large-tonnage
seismic bear in the construction process [22, 23]. Moreover,
the curvilinear bottom is used in the bridge box girder to
reduce the size of the bridge structure and ensure the safe
flood discharge with a large clearance height under the
bridge. Furthermore, expansion joints are designed at the
two ends of the bridge instead of the bridge floor of contin-
uous rigid-frame bridge, which requires the expansion dis-
placement of the two ends of the bridge to be consistent.
Meanwhile, there is a block for the abutment of the bridge
to control the horizontal displacement of the bridge road
and ensure the horizontal stability of the bridge.

At present, the common types of piers of continuous
rigid-frame bridges include single-limb thin-walled pier,
double-limb thin-walled pier, X-shaped pier, V-shaped pier,
and Y-shaped pier. The structural section of single-limb
thin-walled pier is a solid or hollow rectangular or box girder
section. Generally, the single-limb thin-walled pier with box
girder section has good torsional resistance and strong
thrust stiffness. The cross-sectional area of the single-limb
thin-walled pier is similar to that of the double-limb thin-
walled pier, but the thrust stiffness of the single-limb thin-
walled pier when subjected to force is much stronger than
the force on the double-limb thin-walled pier [24]. Hence,
the flexibility of the box type single-limb thin-walled pier
will be worse under the same conditions, but it can be
improved by increasing the pier height of the single-limb
thin-walled pier, which can also increase the longitudinal
displacement of the bridge top [25]. In the construction of
roads and bridges in China’s west region, single-limb thin-
walled piers are showing increasingly obvious superiority
facing increasingly higher piers. Meanwhile, the construc-
tion difficulty of single-limb thin-walled piers is lower than
that of double-limb thin-walled piers, which has better effect
on the establishment of curved bridges. Figure 2 illustrates
the single-limb thin-walled pier in mountain engineering
construction.

Compared with the structure of single-limb thin-walled
pier, the double-limb thin-walled pier divides the wall pier
into two parts and sets a certain interval between the two
thin-walled piers, so the double-limb thin-walled pier has
better thrust stiffness, reducing the thrust stiffness along
the bridge and effectively meeting the requirements of the
displacement change of the bridge deck. The girder of the
double-limb thin-walled pier suffers a smaller internal force
than the single-limb thin-walled pier. Besides, since the peak
bending moment of the pier top is in the two pier column
tops, the bending moment between the two thin-walled piers
is also smaller than that of the single-limb thin-walled pier
[26]. Therefore, the pier top section size can be minimalized
during the design of pier top girder to reduce the consump-
tion of bridge materials. Double-limb thin-walled piers are
adopted in the construction of long-span bridges to ensure
the strength and stability of the bridge, as well as a small
thrust stiffness to solve the displacement problem of the
bridge pier top [27]. Like the single-limb thin-walled pier,
the cross section of the double-limb thin-walled pier also
contains hollow piers and solid piers. Figure 3 shows the
application of the double-limb thin-walled pier in the
river-crossing project [28]. There are another three types of
piers of continuous rigid-frame bridge, namely, X-shaped
pier, V-shaped pier, and Y-shaped pier, which all have the
characteristics of small main beam height and light bridge
structure. Since these three types of pier are not common
in practical construction, they are not mentioned in the
study. Figure 4 represents a V-shaped pier.

3.3. Analysis of Static Force and Stiffness of Continuous
Rigid-Frame Bridges during Construction. In the construc-
tion of bridges, it is necessary to study the cross-sectional
form of the bridge to reduce the thrust stiffness of
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continuous rigid-frame bridge and reduce the interface iner-
tia moment along the bridge direction. In the design of the
main pier section, it is required to minimize the size of the
cross section along the bridge direction and increase the size
of the transverse bridge direction. The pier of continuous
rigid-frame bridge usually adopts the hollow solid pier.
There is no interspace within solid piers, while hollow piers
give full play to the strength of the material and reduce the
consumption of building materials [29–32]. At present, the
pier of large-span rigid-frame bridge includes single-limb
thin-walled solid pier, double-limb thin-walled solid pier,
single-limb thin-walled hollow pier, and double-limb thin-
walled hollow pier. Figure 5 indicates each structure of these
four types of piers.

Under the action of external force, the horizontal displace-
ment pier will occur in the pier of the long-span continuous
rigid-frame bridge, and the horizontal force is transferred by
the upper structure of the bridge. When calculating the flexi-
bility of the bridge, the generalized displacement of the pier
top caused by the unit generalized force on the pier is called
the flexibility of the pier under this force, with the unit of δ.
Besides, the stiffness is represented by K, and its value is the
reciprocal of flexibility, which can be expressed as

δ = 1
K
: ð1Þ

The bending moment at the top of the long-span continu-
ous rigid-frame bridge pier has little effect on the horizontal
displacement of the flexible pier, so the angle constraint ability
of the main beam of the rigid-frame bridge is weak. Long-span
continuous rigid-frame bridge usually adopts pile group foun-
dation or rigid expanded foundation, while the pier body has
strong flexible and small stiffness, so it is assumed that the pier
and foundation are consolidated [33]. For the calculation of
the free cantilever column in the upper section of the bridge,
the height of the pier is taken as the distance from the bottom
of themain beam to the top of the cap, denoted as l, andQ rep-
resents the lateral force on the pier top. Therefore, the strain
capacity of the pier can be written as

U =
ð
M2

2EI dx,
ð2Þ

M = −Qx, ð3Þ
where E denotes the elasticity modulus and I stands for the
second moment of area, then:

U =
ð −Qxð Þ2

2EI dx = Q2l3

6EI : ð4Þ

In the calculation process, according to Castigliano’s first

(a) Huatupo Super Bridge of Neijiang-Kunming Railway (b) Qingshui River Bridge of Nanning-Kunming Railway

Figure 1: Application of continuous rigid-frame bridge in road construction.

Figure 2: Single-limb thin-walled pier under construction.
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theorem, the horizontal displacement of the free end can be
presented as

δ = ∂U
∂Q

= Ql3

3EI : ð5Þ

When the longitudinal displacement of the bridge is 1, the
force used to generate unit displacement is called the thrust
stiffness shown as

K = 3EI
l3

: ð6Þ

In the research process, the pier height is l, and the dis-
tance between double-limb thin-walled piers is denoted as r.
Correspondingly, the thrust stiffness ratio of single-limb
thin-walled pier and double-limb thin-walled pier along the
bridge direction is

K = 3EI
l3

= 2Eab3

l3
, ð7Þ

K = 2 × 3EI
l3

= Eab3

2l3
: ð8Þ

From Equation (7) and Equation (8), the single-limb thin-
walled pier has the thrust stiffness four times that of the
double-limb thin-walled pier, so the flexibility of the double-

limb thin-walled pier is larger, which can effectively solve the
longitudinal horizontal deformation caused by themain girder
prestress, and shrinkage, creep, and temperature change of
concrete of the superstructure of bridges [34]. According to
the above description, the along-bridge inertia moments of
single-limb thin-walled pier and double-limb thin-walled pier
can be expressed as follows:

Ia =
a 2bð Þ3
12 = 0:667ab3, ð9Þ

Ib =
2ab3
12 + r2ab: ð10Þ

Substitute r into Equation (10) to obtain the value of Ib to
compare it with Ia. The results are shown in Table 1, demon-
strating that the double-limb thin-walled pier shows better
safety in the cantilever construction process, which can solve
the problem of unbalanced bending moments in the construc-
tion process.

When the torque of single-limb thin-walled pier and
double-limb thin-walled pier under the action of the trans-
verse bridge force is Mr , there will be a torsional angle θ,
and the resistance torque generated at the top of the pier is
MTa. When the two-limb thin-walled pier is subjected to
the transverse bridge torque, there will be a torsion angle
and cross-bridge relative displacement, consisting of the

Figure 3: Double-limb thin-walled pier under construction in the river-crossing project.

Figure 4: V-shaped pier.
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Table 1: Comparison of thrust stiffness of single-limb thin-wall pier and double-limb thin-wall pier.

r r = b r = 2b r = 3b r = 4b
Ib 1.167ab3 4.167ab3 9.167ab3 16.167ab3

Ratio of Ib to Ia 1.75 6.25 13.75 24.2

(a) Single-limb thin-walled solid pier (b) Single-limb thin-walled hollow pier

(c) Double-limb thin-walled solid pier (d) Double-limb thin-walled hollow pier

Figure 5: Cross sections of different piers of continuous rigid-frame bridges.

Figure 6: Finite element analysis model for continuous rigid-frame bridges.
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resistance torque of itselfMTb′ and the transverse bridge hor-
izontal force Qb generated by the body itself. The sum of
generated resistance torque and torque can be shown as

MTb″ =Qb × 2r, ð11Þ

MTb =MTb′ +MTb″ = 2MTb′ + 2rQb: ð12Þ
The value of resistance torque of double-limb thin-

walled pier obtained according to the above equations is
much larger than that of single-limb thin-walled pier, so

the lateral torque capacity of double-limb thin-walled pier
is much larger than that of single-limb thin-walled pier. This
indicates that the double-limb thin-walled pier can meet the
lateral wind resistance requirements of long-span continu-
ous rigid-frame bridge in the construction process.

3.4. Global Stability Analysis of Continuous Rigid-Frame
Bridges under Different Working Conditions. The analysis
of static force and stiffness of continuous rigid-frame bridge
structure is the basis for studying the stable mode of bridge
structure under the action of external load. The failure
modes of bridge under construction conditions include
strength failure and instability failure. The performance of
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strength failure is that the internal force generated in the
cross section is greater than the maximum bearing capacity
of the cross-sectional material, resulting in the construction
failure of the structure itself. Instability failure means that
the maximum resistance of cross-sectional material is
greater than the internal force of cross section, which
changes the balance state of the structure and the displace-
ment of the bridge structure, leading to the change of the
bridge structure. It is necessary to determine the stability
of the bridge according to the different structural forms
and load forms of the continuous rigid-frame bridge firstly,
to calculate the stability of the rigid-frame structure of the
bridge. Then, the equilibrium equation of mechanics and
displacement method is established based on this, and the
corresponding critical load is solved in sequence. Ultimately,
the minimum load is used as the critical value to accurately
solve the buckling of the rigid-frame bridge.

In the actual environment, the maximum cantilever con-
struction condition of the bridge structure of the continuous
rigid-frame bridge is more complex, while the operation
safety is low. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the geo-
metric nonlinear stability of the bridge under ideal state, ini-
tial defect, and wind load; to obtain the nonlinear stability
safety factor and instability mode; and to further determine
the influencing factors of the stability of the continuous
rigid-frame bridge under wind load, initial defect, and other
factors [35].

The professional bridge analysis software Midas/Civil is
used to develop the structural calculation model of the con-
tinuous rigid-frame bridge, which is a three-span structure
with the size of 86 + 175 + 86m. The bridge structure
involved in the model includes the main girder, pier, pre-

stressed reinforcement, and constraint. The whole rigid-
frame bridge model can be divided into 185 nodes and
174 units, the length unit is meter, and the force unit is kN.
The beam element girder is used to model the pier of contin-
uous rigid-frame bridge. Meanwhile, the effect of vertical
and horizontal prestress on the bridge is not considered in
the calculation process. Besides, the structure of continuous
rigid-frame bridge is consolidated in the ground, and the
two ends are the axial sliding bearings along the bridge floor.
After the completion of the continuous rigid-frame bridge,
the load on the bridge contains the self-weight of the bridge,
the longitudinal wind load, and the transverse wind load.
According to the relevant regulations, the wind load on the
pier and the wind load on the transverse bridge of the bridge
superstructure need to be considered in the design process of
road and bridge. Figure 6 provides the established finite ele-
ment analysis model for the continuous rigid-frame bridge.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Influence of Bridge Height on Bridge Stability. A contin-
uous rigid-frame bridge in northwest China is selected as the
research object to analyze the stability of the bridge by the
Midas/Civil software. The stability coefficient and the stabil-
ity mode of the bridge are obtained under three working
conditions: SW (single-limb self-weight), SW+LW (self-
weight + longitudinal wind), and SW+HW (self-weight
+ horizontal wind load), as presented in Figure 7. Figure 8
illustrates the analysis results of the stress stability of the
bridge under different conditions and the global stability of
the rigid-frame bridge under the condition of 50-120m pier
height under different load conditions.
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According to Figure 7, different pier heights, pier num-
bers, and load conditions will affect the stability of the
bridge. Furthermore, under the three working conditions
of SW, SW+LW, and SW+HW, the sum of stability coeffi-
cient of the bridge can meet the established requirements.
From Figure 8, the stability coefficients of single-limb thin-
walled pier and double-limb thin-walled pier bridges
decrease with the increase of bridge height. Besides, under
the same working conditions, the single-limb thin-walled
pier has larger stability coefficient and better flexural perfor-

mance, which can effectively control the overall stress of the
structure in the construction process. Therefore, single-limb
thin-walled pier should be selected as the structure of high
pier rigid-frame bridge to improve the safety of traffic brid-
ges in the concrete construction process.

4.2. Analysis of the Nonlinear Stability of Maximum
Cantilever under Wind Load. Due to the geometric nonlin-
ear characteristics of continuous rigid-frame bridge, in the
ideal state, the load of the bridge includes self-weight, weight
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of construction material, and the dynamic effect of hanging
basket. The stability characteristic values of the bridge under
different load conditions are shown in Figure 9. Addition-
ally, Figure 10 represents the results of the longitudinal dis-
placement of the bridge and the set nonlinear stability
coefficient according to the maximum cantilever structure
under the action of different wind speeds and wind pressures
along the bridge direction. Moreover, the comparison results
of the nonlinear stability coefficients under different wind
loads and ideal conditions are exhibited in Figure 11.
Besides, Figure 12 illustrates the comparison of load case
and geometric nonlinear safety coefficient and stability coef-
ficient of the bridge under the combined action of wind load
and initial defects.

In Figure 9, seven working conditions are set in the con-
struction process to test the elastic buckling of the bridge.
Among the seven working conditions, the bridge has a good
stability coefficient with hanging basket under the first four
working conditions, and there is a drop phenomenon hang-
ing basket under the last three working conditions. Accord-
ing to the results of the stability coefficient, the latter three
conditions have smaller stability coefficient than the first
three conditions. When in the maximum cantilever state,
under normal construction conditions, the stability coeffi-
cient changes in the construction process under the latter
three conditions are small, which can meet the needs of con-
struction stability. However, it is necessary to pay attention
to the influence of hanging basket on the longitudinal bend-
ing moment of the bridge and ensure that the bridge inter-
face has sufficient bearing capacity to avoid the occurrence
of bridge collapse accidents. From Figures 10 and 11, under
the action of wind load, the results of the nonlinear stability
of the bridge have little difference from the results under the
ideal condition. The stability safety factors of the geometric
nonlinear stability analysis method are 0.3% and 1.27%
lower than those under the ideal condition, respectively.
The reason may be that the initial displacement of the bridge
caused by the wind load along the bridge is small, and thus,
the effect of the large deformation produced is small.
Through Figure 12, the stability safety factor of the bridge
under the action of wind load and initial defect is 12.65%
lower than that under the ideal state, and the stability safety
factor is greatly reduced. The research results have impor-
tant reference significance for ensuring the construction
safety and overall stability of bridges.

5. Conclusions

The research aims to standardize the construction process of
roads and bridges, improve the construction quality of long-
span continuous rigid-frame bridge, and provide a stable
road foundation for the development of social economy.
Therefore, the continuous rigid-frame bridge is taken as
the research object to analyze its development history and
structural characteristics, introducing the construction pro-
cess of the bridge in view of the application range of the
rigid-frame bridge. Then, the thrust stiffness of two different
pier structures of rigid-frame bridge, namely, single-limb
thin-walled pier and double-limb thin-walled pier, is dis-

cussed under construction conditions. Finally, the analysis
is performed on the stability of continuous rigid-frame
bridge under the joint action of wind load and initial defects
under different working conditions. These results are shown
as listed as follow:

(1) The experimental results demonstrate that the pier
height of the rigid-frame bridge is inversely propor-
tional to the global stability coefficient of the bridge.
Besides, the safety factor of the single-limb thin-
walled pier is greater than that of the double-limb
thin-walled pier

(2) Meanwhile, there is a certain gap between the stabil-
ity safety factors of the nonlinear stability analysis
and the ideal state in. The stability safety factor of
rigid-frame bridge is greatly reduced under wind
load and initial condition, which is 12.56% lower
than that under the ideal state

(3) Although this study provides a reference for improv-
ing the safety and stability of road and bridge con-
struction, there are still some deficiencies. Only the
single-limb thin-walled pier and double-limb thin-
walled pier are considered in the experiment, and
there is insufficient analysis of relevant parameters.
It is expected to further ameliorate these defects in
subsequent studies to enhance the applicability of
the research achievements
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